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Hey KiDS! 
Welcome to 
another 
Learilliant 
issue of your 
fave mag! This 
month, we find out how cute baby polar 

bears learn fo survive on the sea ice. Plus, 
we check out some of the world's coolest 
flightless birds and discover WHY they can't 
fly! And have you ever wondered how come 
beaches have sand? Or where tap water 
comes from? These clever questions and 
more get answered on page 16. 

Also this issue, hear how Nat Geo 

Explorers are helping to protect the planet, 
and get your grey matter in gear with 
another super-sized Fun Stuff section! 

See you next issue, 
The Nat Geo KiDS team 

What's 
inside... 

i) POLAR BEAR DAY CARE 
Cute cubs learn to survive on 
the Arctic ice. 

s {.§ BRAINY QUESTIONS 
Incredible answers to some 
super-smart questions! 

DARE TO EXPLORE 
Nat Geo Explorers share some 
hair-raising moments! 

OLN Ea) PLUS! 
Inside Scoop All the latest news 
and events from across the globe... 

What's UP? The best movies, 
TV, books and more! 

Ste date Kereta talc 
deep-diving sea bird! 

24 Guinness World Records 
More mighty feats! 

ys BAP bed ek eed ills 
Max learns about the life of King Henry 
Vill in under a minute! 

==, friends that can’t fly... 

ye} FLIGHTLESS BIRDS! 
Meet our ten fave feathered 

&{° BUMPER FUN STUFF 
Nine pages packed with quizzes, 
crosswords and puzzles. Woo hoo! 

xem leet «) 
Readers tell us what they’ve been up to! 

KT Tm CoE a Caley 
Bee facts to buzz about! 

SR BT a MU ei 
outrageous facts! 

48 Make It! create patterned paper! 

49 Puzzle answers and jokes 
Oi, no cheating! 

50 Wacky World! There are some 
crazy things going on out there! 
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Iceland invites you to scream! 
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SF, SUD se 
Illustration © Marek Jagucki; All others © Getty Images UK. Iceland scream image © Inspired by Iceland. 

@ Head to lookslikeyouneediceland.com to record your screams! 

TAS National Bilby Day ae 
gS . sepals FTA) Hie atenis Phu he 

Australian species — the greater 

NE) bilby - on 8 September! 

This cute little marsupial Rabbit-sized with soft Much work is being 
was once widespread bluey-grey fur and done to reintroduce 

across the country, but strong front claws, bilbies captive-bred bilbies 
predators introduced ElCM oda M ltt eel) ear-(o tM COLAC 
by Europeans such as digging several spiralling had gone extinct, with 
foxes and cats, as well as burrows to escape from new predator-free 
competition for food with predators. These nocturnal enclosures set up around 
invasive rabbits, have creatures use their long MTT Un ECan tela 
left them under threat. ears to help them detect Australians now eat 
There are now only around insects to eat,andtokeep chocolate bibies instead 
ACM elon claarrialiaren them cool in the desert. of bunnies at Easter time! 

4, National Geographic Kids 



TTL Te) plastic ban? 

Be SF i 

> Ever been called a bird brain? Well, 
(4 take it as a compliment! Experiments 

conducted by researchers from 
Harvard University, USA, have found that 
an African grey parrot named Griffin can 
outsmart kids aged 6-8, as well as Harvard 
University students! Test subjects watched as 
different coloured pom-poms were placed 
under cups and then shuffled. They were then 
shown another pom-pom and had to point out 
which cup the matching one was under. The 
aim of the game was to test the brain's ability 
oN Re UM emleeeia umd lu: a RCE 
Griffin outperformed all of the children, and 
did equally well or better than the uni students. 
Sounds like he passed with flying colours! 
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MU T-M elle -Le Mle M COUR Lae) 
Network now star in their very own 
movie! When the three bears’ wild antics iI 
get out of control and they’re threatened e 
with jail, the trio decide to go on an OWENS Of 
epic road trip to Canada filled ‘adventure yet! . = 
Mm elie Mute e rade 2 

Unfortunately, they’re chased all al w/ 
the way by the sinister Agent Trout - | ae ea 
he wants to split the ‘brothers’ apart he Aa aes 
TMM ce Mee eR 
doesn’t bear thinking about! Will they 
EL CMa oet NAOMI MUS ml 
bond be severed forever?! 

Expect more Magic and! 
LUT eee een three 

of Just Add Magic’ 

What will the girls | = ; : eS 

ela : ; — Te aah 
Pe 
Fea de 

moves to England 

@ On Nickelodeon Mondays to Thursdays at 7pm 
from 21 September to 8 October 



Enter ALL comps at natgeokids.com/au by 1 October 
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_ FIONA WOOD New books! mm 
Stele , @ 

a 

GEORGIA WARD-FEAR 
Reptile bclogist and explore 

PUSS eg 
This awesome new book series celebrates Australia’s + 
top experts in Science, Technology, Engineering 6 
and Mathematics. Written by award-winning 
Ca ali Colesaee-leiealele meat mC MUM Cle eco g (Kel 
plastic surgeon Fiona Wood, who invented ‘spray- 
CT mowed lam aie) Tew l (el (let g 
Georgia Ward-Fear, who helps save native animals 
from invasive cane toads, and Munjed Al Muderis, a refugee who 
ole M olde Uaems es eT Mcelem lr lilit ete Which TL8 

A aed 
le SEY ed 

” HOPE: 50 Ways to Help Our Planet Every Day 
Feeling a bit worried about the environment and 
climate change? Anxious about the future? This 
brilliant book could be for you! It’s full of practical 
ways to help our planet, with case studies and easy 
activities to try. Plus, it answers questions about all 
kinds of issues, such as where exactly things end up 

on when you throw them away. Best of all, it will leave 
ys you feeling hopeful about all the easy ways we can 

ts} Mure CUM Colao Mel-iacclmelt-LeM sie lit lalay 

How to Make a Pet Monster: HodgePodge py 
Lili Wilkinson, illustrated by Dustin Spence. onsTeR 
Science-obsessed Artie does NOT believe in 
supernatural things. He also finds his new step-sister HODGERODcE 
Willow quite terrifying. But when the pair get hold of a 
weird old book about making monsters, it doesn’t take | \\\ , c Ch) A 
them long to conjure up a crazy creature! Luckily, the iS 
little monster isn’t scary, but he is very good at creating 
mayhem - and fragrant farts. How will they look after i 
him and keep him secret? And what is his mission? 

Be NA ae) 
Kate wasn’t expecting much when she asked her uncle 
for a birthday present. Certainly not a colossal steam 
train called the Silver Arrow! Climbing on board with 
her brother Tom, Kate is whisked off to a station 
where lots of creatures are waiting for 

ae EDE Gee gale euyeurusual STi the train! It turns out that the siblings 
have a job to do — get all the | 

ry endangered animals safely Gia 
Learn about home. What an adventure! (00k makes people think 

mchickens and LEV GROSSMAN Ce aN MS 

: to nature has changed. 
Te LWA a ACN 

successful animals on 
Five winners will grab all of these books! Sis 

|: Wi N! e Head to natgeokids.com/au and answer eae? ined rites 
this... Q Cane toads came to Australia from which Pe EC ALUe 
continent? a) Antarctica b) Europe c) South America ET 

have fun! 

\e 
; 

Ley Grossman! 

Enter by 1 October 

natgeokids.com i 
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This stunning snap of a double-crested cormorant 
plunging into the sea is the Grand Prize Winner of 
this year’s Audubon Photography Awards. 

recoil photographer Joanna Lentini has spent many 
hours taking pictures of sea lions around Los Islotes in 
‘Mexico, but this was the first time she'd encountered 
cormorants underwater. “I didn’t see any birds manage 
to catch a fish,” she remembers. “To add insult to injury 
curious sea lion pups would nip at the hunting birds!” 

Superb divers, cormorants have heavy, 
streamlined bodies, and propel themselves 

~ through the water with their powerful legs, 
steering with their tails. They've been known 
to dive more than 90 metres below the 
surface when hunting for prey. Cor! 

@ Visit audubon.org to us out 
the other winners. 



ere ete) WE FOLLOW A FAMILY OF 
pane SRN Ga a gta 

TO LIVE ON THE ICE... 
.» Two tiny polar bear cubs poke their heads out of their 

\4 den (left) in Canada’s Wapusk National Park and scan , é . 

ao 

the snowy Arctic landscape. They watch excitedly as 
their mum emerges, scanning the horizon for possible threats. 
The Arctic can be dangerous for polar bears, even though adults 
are the largest land carnivores on Earth. Their mum grunts, 
indicating that it’s safe for the twins to leave the family’s igloo-like 
winter den. 

After their eyes adjust to the sunlight, the pair clumsily 
scramble after Mum. Although they're roughly two months old, 
the cooped-up cubs have never really used their legs before. 
Soon they're play wrestling like little kids until their mother 
has had enough, grunting again to signal that playtime’s over. 
It’s time to find food... 

— 

-—.-. 



EAT, NAP, REPEAT 
A week after leaving the den, the 
cubs have trekked to the sea ice 
many kilometres away from home. 
Mimicking their mum, the twins lie 
flat on their bellies, watching her 
watch a hole in the ice — she's 
waiting patiently for the ringed 
seal that carved the hole to 
come up for air. 

Ringed seals are polar bears’ 
main prey because the sea 
mammals’ blubbery fat is rich in 
calories. Meals like this — as well 
as the mother’s milk they'll 
continue to drink for two years 
— provide cubs with fuel to grow 
bigger and stronger. 

Splash! The big bear dunks her 
head into the hole and latches on 
to a seal with her jaws. She yanks 
out the 70-kg prey with her 
hook-like claws. The observant 
cubs study their mother’s swift 
technique, then scamper over to 
share the meal with her. 

Full from their tasty dinner, the 
cubs start feeling drowsy and 
snuggle up to their mother for a 
nap. Still small and short-haired, 
they need their mother’s 8-cm- 
thick body fat and two layers 
of fur to shelter them from the 
freezing cold. 

Once nap time's over, the twins 
stand and follow their mum 
towards an ice ridge. It’s time to 
eat — again. 

a 

. ca hom E 
eneneee EET AE 

A polar bear, family crosses 
tits snowy landscape ty 

GCE NCL KX ‘ 
COPY CUBS 
While the sea is frozen, polar bears almost 
never stop hunting. Between March 
— when mums and cubs leave their 
dens - and July, the predators can walk 
out onto the ice-covered ocean for 
an all-you-can eat seal buffet. But it’s 
not because they're constantly hungry. 
They need to store up enough fat to 
survive the summer when the ice melts 
and hunting becomes difficult. 

The enormous animals wait on the 
frozen surface to snatch seals from 
gaps in the ice. 

“The youngsters learn by imitating,’ 
says Alysa McCall, a staff scientist at 
Polar Bears International. “While 
watching Mum hunt, the cubs put their 
paws in the same position. If she stops, 
they stop. If she stands, they stand. 
They mimic her so closely it looks like 
they're performing a dance routine!” 

ge 
Polar bears grow ? 
to 30 times their = 

birth weight by the © 
_ RUSSIA. time they leave the den. 

~.. ARCTIC. That would be like you “ 
y OCEAN weighing the sameas a 

Cae eeels 
PM elas og 
you were born! 

polar bears < 

live (in Greenland, 
they only live on 
its coastline). A ee the page to 

nd out more... a 
y — —— 
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DANGER ALERT! 
The cubs are tucking in to a seal when their mother 
suddenly stiffens. She's caught a whiff of something she 
doesn't like —- a male polar bear approaching, probably 
hoping to steal their seal. That would be bad enough, 
but male polar bears are also known to kill cubs! 

Even though the male weighs up to 770kg (more than 
twice as much as the mother), she stands tall to protect 
her babies, crying out and putting herself in between 
the male and her twins. Luckily the male seems more 
interested in the seal than the tiny bears. The cubs 
scamper behind their mum as she steers them to safety. 

Males aren't the only threat to the youngsters. 
Although polar bears are good long-distance 
swimmers, young cubs lack enough fat - called 
blubber - to protect them from chilly water 
temperatures. So they must carefully navigate 
around the bigger ice cracks — a slip into the icy 
sea could be deadly. 

TIME FOR A DIP! 
By June, the temperature creeps up, causing ice to 
break apart more frequently. Now the bears must 
swim from ice floe to ice floe in order to hunt. 
They've gained enough weight to brave the water 
but still need their mother’s help to learn how! 
Jumping in first, their mum coaxes the cubs to take the 

plunge. They both dive in, quickly scrambling on to their 
mother’s back and clinging to her fur. She propels them 
forwards to the next ice platform by using her dinner- 
plate-sized front paws like paddles. Once ashore, the 
babies stretch out on the ground and rub their wet fur 
on the snow until they're no longer dripping water. 

Grizzly bear 
ek : 



DISAPPEARING ICE 
Because of the warming climate, some 
polar bear populations are seeing more 
water and less ice earlier in the year. That 
means less time to hunt seals — and less 
time to bulk up for summer. Experts worry 
that this shortened hunting season will 
continue to decrease polar bear numbers. 
“The warming we're seeing on the planet 
isn't good for polar bears or their habitat,’ 
says Alysa McCall.“Humans need to make 
solving the climate crisis a priority. Our 
future is the polar bear's future.” 

That's why scientists are closely 
watching polar bear families like this one 
to see how their behaviour is affected by 
the changing climate. For now, the twins 
will continue to make the sea ice their 
home. They'll hunt and feast as they learn 
the skills they'll need to survive on their 
own. Hopefully, after a few years, they'll 
have cubs themselves and they'll be able 
to teach them how to survive on the ice. 

\. EERE 
bear is prepped) 
for his CTjscan 

a 

Polar bear checkup 
A 12-year-old at the doctor's isn’t that weird. But when 
that 12-year-old is a 450-kg polar bear, it is! 

In April last year, Hudson the polar bear, a resident of 
Brookfield Zoo near Chicago, USA, became the first 
living adult polar bear to receive a CT scan. This special 
scan takes digital images that allow doctors to see 
inside a body’s tissues and organs. This can help vets 
find out if something is wrong before animal patients 
show symptoms. 
Taking the scan - during which the patient lies ona 

table enveloped by a circular scanning device - wasn’t 
the hard part - getting the huge predator to the vet's 
surgery was! First, the bear had to be sedated before 
staff transported him to the zoo’s hospital using a 
bulldozer. Once there, 20 people had to lift and place 
the bear on the table. Whoa! 

Since global warming is shortening the lives of some 
polar bears in the wild, the ability to quickly identify 
health issues in zoo polar bears like Hudson is crucial. 
Learning as much as we can from captive polar bears 
(Tow nln UL 
understand 
how to protect 
them now - and 
in the future. 

Oh, and 
alecokyey ays 
diagnosis? He's 
healthy. Phew! 

POLAR BEARS 

Cree eee eee ee ee eee eee eee eee ee eee ee er) 
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WHERE THEY LIVE 
CO 

The Arctic region, 
typically along 
shores and on 
sea ice. 

Woodlands, forests, 
and alpine meadows 
in parts of the USA 
and Canada. 

eA (ced 

These bears 
can weigh up 
to 770kg - the 
weight of TEN 
adult humans. 

Slightly less 
massive than 
polar bears, 
grizzlies can 
weigh around 
450kg. 

FOODS THEY LOVE 
CO mary 

Seals, seals, and 
more seals. (Also, 
occasionally, beluga 
whales and 
walruses.) 

Mostly fruits, nuts, 
and roots — but 
they've been 
known to scoff 
large prey such 
as moose, too. 

KILLER MOVES 

Polar bears can 
knock their prey 
unconscious with 
a single swipe of 
their paw. 

Their bite force 
is strong enough 
to crusha 
bowling ball. 

a Ure Nay NO) 

Vulnerable - 
climate change is 
making it harder 
for polar bears to 
hunt successfully. 

Least Concern, 
but grizzlies are 
threatened by 
habitat loss 
caused by 
humans. 

natgeokids.com B 



Polar bear photo story 
CAN A MOTHER 
POLAR BEAR 
RESCUE HER 
LOST CUB?! 
A polar bear mum and her 
one-year-old cub were crossing 
an icy cliff near Baffin Island, 
Canada, when the curious 
youngster wandered off to explore. 
But it panicked when it lost sight 
of its mother and became trapped 
at the bottom of the ice wall! 

Hearing a radio report of the 
situation, wildlife photographer 
Paul Goldstein rushed to the scene 
by snowmobile and captured the eee 

drama from a distance... 

Oo 
“When | got to the scene, | could only see the 
mother at the top of the ice,’ says Paul, who's been 
photographing animals for almost 30 years. “After 
a few minutes, | finally located the youngster at the 
bottom of a 25-m ice cliff on the opposite side of 
the ice.’The one-year-old cub, called a yearling, 
was distressed, and the mum was calling back. 
“You usually never hear polar bears make this noise 
unless they're really anxious,’ Paul says. 

i Ee 

° 

The cub decided to 
climb in the direction 
of its mother’s calls, 
straight up the ice cliff. a 

“Polar bears have = 
superstrong paws and 7 - 
can grip well’ Paul says. 
“But this cliff was way 
too steep for the cub to Pp 

climb’ The youngster sa } 
successfully scaled a : 
some large chunks e _ Gy 

_ jutting out from the , A 
wall but eventually cat 
got stuck when it 
reached a section of 
solid vertical ice. 

4 National Geographic Kids 

\ 

DARING A 4 JUMP ’ /ig.° 
At the cliff top, the eee 
concerned mother knew 
her cub was close. “Like : . 
any bear, she ‘saw’ with 
her nose,’ Paul says. 
“She tracked her baby — 
by its scent.’ But she = 
needed to find a safe y 
way down. Spotting a ; 
soft, snowy ledge st 
6m below her, the big 
bear carefully backed 
out over the edge and 
slid down with her 
claws dug in to the 
cliffside. She landed 
clumsily but safely 
on the ledge below. 

MUM 
TO THE 
RESCUE 

+ WY 

All pictures © Paul Goldstein 



we | 

f y 

‘ - f The cub had returned to 
é ; the bottom of the ice cliff, 

so its mother headed that 
s way from the ledge. The 

pair finally spotted each 
other and the youngster 
dived headfirst down 
a small slope to nuzzle 
against its relieved mum. 
After finding an easier 
route back up to the 
top, the bears snuggled 
up together fora 
nap, exhausted from 
their adventure. 

"Wi, 

natgeokids.com 6b 
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WHAT IS 
AVAXHOME? 



the biggest Internet portal, 

providing you various content: 

MMM SOobrand new books, trending movies, 
fresh magazines, hot games, 

recent software, latest music releases. 

Unlimited satisfaction one low price 

Cheap constant access to piping hot media 

Protect your downloadings from Big brother 

Safer, than torrent-trackers 

18 years of seamless operation and our users’ satisfaction 

All languages 

Brand new content 

One site 

AvaxHome - Your End Place 

We have everything for all of your needs. Just open https://avxlive.icu 



Why do beaches 
have sand? 

Well, most sand is made from mountains 
plus time! Over millions of years, wind 

a a and rain break off little pieces of Earth’s 
a crust. These bits travel down rivers and 

streams towards the sea, getting smaller 
and smaller as they bump against other 
obstacles. Eventually the bits reach the 
ocean, where waves smash them 
into even smaller pieces and push them 
onto the shore as sand. 

Amazingly, some other sand, like on the 
beaches of Hawaii, is mostly made from 
parrotfish poo! Parrotfish accidentally 
digest some of the coral they’re nibbling 
algae from, then poop it out as sand. In 
fact, one parrotfish’s tummy can grind up 
enough coral to create up to 360kg of 
soft, white sand a year - that’s heavier 
than four grown adult people! 
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Where does | 
tap water come from? 

The water you use to brush your teeth will come from a local 
source like a lake, before passing through a treatment 
facility, heading to a storage tank and then into your house. 
But amazingly, that water has been around since the 
beginning of Earth! 
Some scientists think our water arrived about 4.5 billion 

years ago as ice on meteorites that slammed into our still- 
forming planet. Ever since, those water molecules have been 
evaporating from oceans and lakes, condensing into 
clouds, and precipitating (raining or snowing) over and over 
again. Which means that a T. rex might have sipped the same 
water you used when you last had a drink. Wow! 

| Why do avocados exist 
if animals can’t eat their seeds? 

To make guacamole! Just joking! 
In the wild, many new fruit plants 
grow after animals eat their fruit 

years ago, these 4.5-metre-long 
mammals roamed the Americas, 
snacking on avocados and their 

and then poo out the seeds. But: stones. After they went extinct, 
avocados are too big for most * scientists think that humans 
animals to swallow whole -so how : started planting avocado seeds 
does the fruit still exist? Youcan * to grow new plants. If they hadn't, 
thank extinct animals like giant: avocado trees probably would 
ground sloths! Until about 10,000 * have gone extinct too. 

Why are ancient statues 
and buildings always white? 

natgeokids.com 17 



How do monarch butterflies 
know where to fly? | 

Because of sunshine and the Sun, and their internal clock 
magnetic fields, that’s why! tells them what time it is. They 

Every winter, monarch then use that information to 
butterflies fly around 5,000km figure out which way is south, 

from Canada and north-east - since the Sun changes position 
USA to central Mexico — throughout the day. But what if 
even though they've never - it’s cloudy? Monarchs can detect 
been there before. The Earth’s magnetic field lines -— 
shorter days and cooler which run from the north of the 

weather send a signal that planet to the south — to guide 
it’s time for the monarchs to themselves on overcast days. 
migrate. As they travel south, The next big mystery scientists 
they use their large, complex are trying to solve? How do the 
eyes to look at the position of monarchs know when to stop? 

What's the most anyone has 
counted to out loud? 

Do pets know 
| their names? 

Yes — kind of. Pets don’t speak human, but they do recognise 
sounds. One study has shown that pets know the difference 
between the names we've given them and similar-sounding 
words, even when said by a stranger. Scientists think that dogs 
and cats learn to listen for the sounds that make up their name 
because responding often means cuddles and treats. So why 
does your cat not always come when it’s called? It probably 
knows its name — but it’s just ignoring you! 

18 National Geographic Kids 



Illustrations: Alice Brereton 

What's inside the 

What's the farthest we’ve 
sent something into space? 

About 22.2 billion km! In 1977, 
NASA scientists launched two 
spacecraft, Voyager 1 and 

“ messages for extraterrestrials. 
* So what would a travelling alien 
* receive from us Earthlings? 

Voyager 2, to study the outer ~ Music, whale calls, greetings 
planets of our solar system : in 55 different languages, and 
and beyond. Today Voyager1 ~ photos of astronauts, 
is the farthest thing we've sent; aeroplanes, and kids in 
into the universe, while Voyager : classrooms. Each disc also has 
2 is an impressive 18.5 billion = playing instructions in case 
km away. Each far-flung vessel _< aliens ever find this hi-tech 
carries a gold-plated disc with = message ina bottle. Cool! 

Great Pyramid of Giza? 

What do beavers | 
smell like? == 

Freshly baked cookies, bizarrely! If you could get your 
nose close to a beaver’s tail, you'd sniff a goo called 
castoreum that beavers use to mark their territories. 
Despite coming out of their bums, this slimy stuff smells 

a bit like vanilla, due to beavers diet of leaves and 
bark. Some people put this natural ingredient in 
perfumes and foods, but it turns out it’s pretty hard 
to‘milk’ a beaver. Plus, it’s kind of gross! 

natgeokids.com 9 
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WHY CAN'T THEY FLY? 
Millions of years ago, the ancestors of today’s 
flightless birds could fly. But, over time, they lost 
the ability because it wasn’t needed anymore. 

Qa eo 

Special skills 
Some became speedy swimmers or fast runners 
instead. Others developed defences like claws and 
sharp beaks to fend off attacks. But many flightless 
birds evolved on remote islands, where there were | 
no predators at all. Today, these island species are 
at real risk from extinction, because when animals | 
such as cats, rats or dogs are introduced to their 
habitat by humans, the birds are unable to fly away 
from these new predators. 

Bye bye birdies 
The dodo, from Mauritius, the 3m-tall elephant 
bird from Madagascar and the giant Moa bird of 
New Zealand (who didn't have any wings at all) 
are just three examples of amazing flightless birds 
that became extinct because of introduced animal 
predators and over-hunting by humans. 

Ostrichesjare)the) 
only bird\tolhave 

USSG OSS 
AC AMttd) 

hasiajlong|claw, 
tojslashiat} 

predators|suchjas 
cheetahs. Youch! 
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FLIGHTLESS 
CORMORANT 

PEELE) Freire 
This sea bird’s stumpy wings mean takeoff is impossible, 
but underwater it’s a serious swimmer and dives deep 
to spear fish from the ocean floor. 

The only species of cormorant that can't fly (there are 
29 different types worldwide), this bird evolved on the 
Galapagos, where there were no natural predators. 

A flightless 
cormorant holds — 
its tiny tatty 
ate La: lad 
TRIN 



PENGUINS 
Lives: Various parts of the 
Southern Hemisphere 

All 17 species of penguins use their weeny 
wings as flippers, taking to the seas instead 
Ohta (oma CeCe pV aa cele Ce] aa oa 

er at top speeds of around EE) i 
eho Selo Eu) raat Fi | 

A\king|penguin/situxedo-like|pattern 
helpsito/disguisejitjasjitjhunts 

Sa 

sy 
» 

ne 

= INE ie 

.; oe UCT) f : 
ow 2 The second tallest " 

. © birds in the world, emus 
eee their native Australia 

5. at speeds of up to 50kmph. 
~ Although they usually live 

alone, they sometimes form 
flocks of thousands and travel 

cy together to find food and 
water. Males don’t eat or drink | 

;e \ for up to eight weeks while 
they look after a clutch of 
5-15 dark green eggs, 
losing up to athird of ~ 
their weight while 
doing it! 

welt Suey EET Z.) their{chicks for around ° 
oy months and) protect them from 

a eae co and birdsjo [LK 7 

Bg re Silk phe Gees 

KIWI 
OH 
New Zealand 

Key com code Maat-lanl ante] 
than a bird, the kiwi is 
nocturnal, digs burrows, 
has hair-like feathers, 
tough skin and a strange 
rele Call Relate M-lale Ke) 
each wing. Kiwis are also 
the only bird on Earth with 
UCT Mem Clg 
beak. To catch worms they _ 
stamp the earth then sniff 
it before shoving their : 
beaks into the soil. Lovely! f 

“re ee 

A takahé'shakes its weak 
wingsinja courtship display! 
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GUINNESS 

OI a ed 3 

KERS , e 
a VD 

ge Ta) 
You'd struggle PONG PADDLE , 

NOT to return a , N 

The world’s largest table- 
tennis bat measures nearly 
3.6m tall — that’s roughly 
the height of an adult 
male African elephant 
and almost 20 times 
bigger than a standard 
bat. International Table 
Tennis Federation rules 
state that rackets can be 
any size, so you could use it 
in competition. You'd just < 
have to be able to lift it first! ( Staff at Pins Mechanical 

Company in Ohio, USA — where. 
the bat is on display — have to 
TEE Leelee EAL 

Italy is home to the Leaning Tower of Pisa, 
and now... a leaning tower of ice cream! Italian 
Dimitri Panciera holds the record for the most 

* ice-cream scoops balanced on one cone, 
keeping 125 scoops of Italian ice cream, called gelato, on 
top of his cone for ten seconds. So what happened to all 
that gelato? Dimitri ate it, of course! 

Allimages © Guinness World Records; Information provided by © 2020 Guinness World Records Limited. 

Joy isn’t just a one-trick piggy. The miniature 
swine, from lowa in the USA, completed 13 
tricks in less than 60 seconds, earning the title of 

~ most tricks performed by a pig in one minute. 
Joy's showstoppers include playing a toy piano, lifting a 
ring off its stand, and unrolling a rug. What a super swine! 

24 National Geographic Kids 
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Illustration and words: Gary Northfield. 

L —A | ~ a c > 

) A =" i Unfortunately, in 1502 
y o——_- 4 SS Loud his older brother 

Crikey! Under a Acthur died, leaving 
—4 = \ minute? Then young Henry her 
UGS) . y/ let’s get to it! A to the throne. 

oo ~—Y _ ; I'm sorry Henry, 
» I’m afraid Arthur 

] J ( . . Born 28 June hi ? 
AS PIA IDV YY QOIWY WI 1491, Prince m 

To kick off this new history series, nanry aie Toe 
time-travelling mouse, Max, visits Tudor Kin 

™, England to see the ruthless : 
King Henry VIII... 

going to 
be King! 
Whoop! 

Henry was a breath of Fresh air after his 
boring dad. He enjoyed big parties and 

EY. Forget about him! a 
HT You can marry me, now! Bu 

Aren’t you lucky? A 

KX - 

T love the new 
king, he’s 

sucha brilliant 
laugh! 

Gasp! Talk about 
jumping in my gravel 

] He had a big party with the French king Francis I and Charles | Hency wanted a divorce, but the Pope wouldn't let him. Uo 
culer of the Holy Roman Empire. But it all went wrong af: So Hency set up his own Church of England, made himself] 
Francis beat Henry in a wrestling = : boss and granted himself a divorce! 5 
match. Within way 

Won't give me N 
a divorce, eh? 

Can someone 

take him of F? 
Gasp! 

You're 
gone f 

tomorrow! y : Och, he should watch 
< . his temper, he'll do 

himself a mischief! 

In his last days he was fat, bald and infirm. 
Everyone hated him, apart from his last wife 

But when he saw her in real life he divorced . i Catherine Parr. She was a loving companion 
her immediately! = and step-mother to 

his children. 

You've got t: : | |> 
i kidding an bes s all in? What did 

x 3 C, a I miss? (| 

‘i ; é ( : . oo There’s never \I 
. US — &! ; bs ie Gayl ), m enough time Ff 
}] He called her the Flanders’ mare, Z M5 IA a or space! [ 

\ J li i oY. ss i she looked like a hor: : 2 / OOM /, de 
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DARE TO 
EXPLORE 
How quick-thinking scientists 
help protect the planet... 

ZOOLOGIST 

studies endangered 
Matschie’s tree kangaroos to 
learn how to better protect 
them in the wild. She talks 
about tracking one on the 
island of Papua New Guinea... 

“Even the most 
difficult challenges 
always have 
solutions. | have 
asthma, but | figured 
out how to hike the 
mountains of Papua 
New Guinea.” 

ZOOLOGIST? 

Biology, geography 
FernGully: The Last Rainforest 

Animalium by Jenny Broom 

Tree kangaroo © Robert Liddell; Lisa Dabek © Jonathan Byers; Slow loris © Thomas Marent / 
Minden Pictures; Onkuri Majumdar © Devore, Sora / National Geographic Image Collection; 

Carsten Peter and volcano © Carsten Peter / National Geographic Image Collection. 
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Coy Tt) eile la WOrks to Save animals stolen 
THE WILDLIFE WARRIOR _ fromthe wild in parts of Asia and Africa. She recalls 

rescuing slow lorises seized by smugglers... 

zs 

- -<—- J 

e , 3 

“We should strive 

ete tee Oe 
evil ecigieyii 

CO uw Cee) 
island of Sumatra t ke th Id » mp eiownatalet * operation WANT TOBE A WILDLIFE WARRIOR? 

nepali: Pa WSTUDY) Veterinary science, forensic science 
eae WATCH Our Planet (Netflix) 
praoahereiae es READ A Wolf Called Wander by Rosanne Parry 

ely Aa Bnei 

Carsten Peter © (0h) 24 /hi-) Preece 
volcanoes to photograph eee te 
them in action. He describes eT 
getting caught in the recat 

Le middle of along eruption... 

“A group of us were on an ae 
expedition on Mount Etna, ee 
a volcano in Italy. We hoped - : X eet 
to photograph a paroxysm , 
(say ‘puh-ROKS-ism’). They're 
massive eruptions a 

that produce fire mountains, ehh 6 Se : " | 

or wild sprays of magma. ef is my | 

“We camped halfway up the Psd a \ fh 
peak and waited. In the middle s <n 
of the night a fissure, or crack, Fo ey Ves “Every volcano is as 
suddenly appeared in front of F : ease i Bee 
us. Ash and dust started ie Es DO of 
swirling around, stinging our a 5 Co oe human. Each one has 
eyes. The smell of volcanic MP i Mev i 2 : its own character.” 
gases filled our noses and é ? a 
volcanic lightning cracked in ‘ - he , ¥ ‘i 
the air. The ground was so hot, Bree XE . 
the bottom of my friend's 
shoes melted! 

“The eruption lasted for days. We decided to stay so we could 
document everything, even though we hadn't brought enough 
food. We saw several paroxysms. During calmer moments, we dug Mate 1S 
under cooled ash to find snow we could melt for drinking water. : ) 

“It’s one thing to understand the science of volcanoes, but it’s crazy Geography, environmental studies and photography 
to feel it up close. Not everyone can sleep on a volcano. That's why WATCH The documentary Volcanoes: The Fires of Creation 
| do what | do — to show people the awesome power of nature.’ READ Extreme Planet: Carsten Peter’s Adventures in 

Volcanoes, Caves, Canyons, Deserts and Beyond! 
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Ma at 

Are you ready to uncover the 
mysteries of the sea? Come aboard 
our underwater exploration base. 

It's a bit like being inside an 
aquarium — with the fish 

watching YOU! 

Can you match the circles to 
the main picture to complete 

this underwater scene? 

CT Ty 
Explorers dive down and enter 

through an opening called a wet 
porch. They then have to shower 
Cedar) Wr) RL OM CATT =1 C=] 

inside doesn’t rust! 

ASTRONAUTS 
TRAIN IN 

UNDERWATER 

Na 
It’s not safe to cook on 
an underwater base, so 
scientists eat freeze- 

dried food — just like 

MOST STINGRAYS ~~ i astronauts do! 
HAVE A VENOMOUS 

Ameer Z =s/ a 7 , 
To ete : TAIL - WATCH OLIT! 

> 

Ng 
DIVERS’ VOICES 
SOUND SQUEAKY 
IN THE DEEP SEA! 
eae AeA 
THEY BREATHE A 
Ia A 
OF HELILIM AND 
LOAD 

PEOPLE WHO 
LIVE LINDERWATER 

ARE CALLED 
AQUANALITS, 

jen 
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Can you 
find all these 
things in the 

Jungle Rescue 
Eve 

S}(ol tals) 
snooze for up to 
20 hours a day! 
They can sleep 
hanging upside 
down from tree 

branches. 

a RE x 
: +e FOUND IN 
)_RANFIRES! a 

Elephants' 
flexible trunks 
contain around 

100,000 muscles! 

They’re used for smelling, 
breathing, trumpeting, 

drinking and ela 
grabbing things. y aa 

PGT aT —— aT Pen 



i IN IOR ~* = 

EXPLORERS LL 
ane WATCH: <2 
Hi NGK team! Ay 
In April, my family and | were re FS Pw = 
exploring at Mount Coo-tha, = Ewe ~ 
Brisbane, when we spotted a 
tiny baby carpet python trying 
to swallow a freshly-caught 
bird that was bigger than him! 
We watched this ambitious little 
guy for a while as he twisted and 
turned trying to squeeze his lunch 
into a more manageable shape! 
It was a little gross but soooo 
fascinating. | wonder if he was able 
to fit the bird into his mouth or not! 
Xavier, 7 
@ What an awesome thing to 
witness, Xavier! Amazing pics! 

ere in. > a » 
believe his ae si SS 

Hi NG KiDS, 
One day my mum 
and | went for a hike 
and we found a rusty 
shipwreck! We went 
up close to look but 
the tide was coming 
in fast and we had to 
leave. It was amazing ! 
Mischa, 7 
® Woah, cool find! 
We wonder what the 
story behind itis... 

Hi Nat Geo Kids! 
This is my 3-D seal 
drawing inspired by 
the Make It in issue 61. 
| hope you like it! 
Rosalind, 10 
© We do, Rosalind. It’s 
such a fun way to use 
the technique! 

Name: Ernie 
Breed: Kelpie cross Staffy 
Loves: Story time, playing ball, 
going for a drive, 
Hates: Thunder 
Owner: Eddie, 7 



@- 

Last year | started art lessons. | 
enjoy painting the animals and 
birds on the posters that come 
with NGK magazine each month. 
Hayley, 10 
@ Wow, Hayley, these are ace! 

T, 

| live in Tasmania and 
| love drawing local 
animals and birds. | 
created this picture of 
a kookaburra using 
pencil ona recycled 

, piece of cardboard. 
@ Ruby, 12 

®@ Beautiful colours, 
» Ruby! Nice work. 

Some people think that tadpoles and 
frogs are disgusting, but not me! 
Since | got my pets (tadpoles from our 

' garden pond) we've watched them 
grow into froglets and they’re nearly 

_ ready to go back in the pond. | love how 
strong their legs are (and their arms). 

_ Itotally love tadpoles, they are so cute! 
[ Nina, 8 
|» We love frogs too, Nina! Did you know 
= frogs blink to help them swallow? It 

makes their eyeballs press on top of 
j their mouth and push prey down! 

Raye 
PAINTED DOG 

The savannahs and open 
plains of Africa, as well as 
thicker bush and forest. 

These carnivores eat impala, 
gazelle and puku antelope, 
plus larger prey such as 
wildebeest and zebra. 

They live in packs, ranging 
from 5-20 members. An 
incredibly social species, 
they share their food, 
allowing younger, sick or 
injured members to eat 
first. Youngsters will spend 
a lot of time in a den while 
the older members of the 
pack hunt, though some 
pack members will stay 

DENS TaVe Tacr: 

=a 

back to babysit the pups! 

Depending on where 
they’re from, painted dogs 
can weigh 20-40kg. The 
females tend to be slightly 
smaller than the males. 

With lots of different 
vocalisations! They 
communicate with the 
pack using high-pitched 
squeaks and chirps, or if 
a member is lost they will 
make a loud sound like a 
bell, called a hoo call! 
They also communicate 
using ear movements! 

To learn more about Ben’‘s conservation 
work, go to wildcatcentre.org.au 
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carrying 
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SUBSCRIBE TODAY 
SAVE OVER 20% 

SUBSCRIBE FOR 
JUST $75° AND GET... 
o FREE delivery 
o 22% off the newsstand price 
o 12 issues per year 

™ PLUS, a great free book!” 

Asubscription to National Geographic Kids magazine 
is the perfect gift for inquisitive minds. Packed with 

fun features about nature, science, geography, 
history and popular culture, NG KiDS will get your 

children excited about their world. 

*only available on the auto-renew standard subscription option. T&Cs apply. **The first 40 people to subscribe to 
the magazine will receive the free gift below, subject to availability. Thereafter, all new subscribers to the magazine 
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STS LOSY 
RECEIVE A CLUE FOR CLARA! 
The first 40 new subscribers thismonth ° find missing feathers, and even knows 
will each scoop A Clue for Clara, the eet Ce TeR url cml cee ths 
egg-cellent new novel from Lian Tanner, : one problem -no one takes her seriously! 
all about a hilarious hen who wantsto  : But when she teams up with Olive, the 
be a famous detective! : daughter of the local policeman, Clara 

Can a scruffy chicken crack a crime? : realises that she might just be able to 
Perhaps, if she’s a genius like Clara! This : solve the crimes that have been troubling 
clever little chook can read claw marks, <: the town of Little Dismal. How egg-citing! 

Find more fantastic books at allenandunwin.com 
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AMS ce ael ey m=: 
outrageous facts... 

a) 

stb, 
"A cat's top speed Ty Le) 

is SOkmph. blood 

to repel 
predators. ONCE SOLD FOR 

$3.6 MILLION. 

pre a Bea es 
pe 7 Pe = * 
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8) Nis? Uy) 

AWOMAN ) ||. . 
from Brisbane» at 
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Rubberball / Jupiterimages; Bike © Joe Atlas / Brand X Pictures / Jupiterimages; Spider © Getty Images UK. 
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praca N | GAMES, LAUGHS, AND LOTS TO DO! 
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oe ui a Zz = S Oo a TIN THE 
Unscramble the letters to identify what's 

These photographs show close-up views of things in 
Australia 

2 Vv ao oO ~ rv) — Vv ~ ~ ae = ES) ow > vo te ~ Vv n =) a 2 <¢ oO a o — — ran a a a U oO Vo = 
= o Vv a wv x ° = vu i Ss _ © = wn c © > ° > 

Answers on page 49 
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Illustration: Dan Sipple. 

GRAMMAR TERMS! 
KA-CHING! Noun-a person, place or thing ; 

Ask a friend to give you words to fill in Verb — an action word that describes 
: z s a what a person or thing does 

the blanks in this story without showing Adjective — a word that describes a noun 
it to them. Then read it out loud for a laugh. | Adverb -a word that describes a verb 

@ | we “y 

@ 

! | just received ——______________ billion dollars from my 
silly expression large number adjective 

for my birthday. | know exactly what I'll do with the money. First I'll buy the ——_-_________ 
distant relative favourite sports team 

Maybe | could hire —-__ to be my —_____! I'm going to have all my——___>_>»_>»>»__” 
famous athlete type of job article of clothing, plural 

made of — Sand bid aa SSSS—SMin my new SSSI ride 
noun, plural theme park ride room of a house 

a(n) to school — no more bus rides for me. And now | can get 
adjective type of transportation 

a(n) like they always wanted. | think I'll start a charity to save the 
friend’s name noun 

. I'm so rich | can try to make the world a better place. And give my parents pocket money! 
animal, plural 
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FIND THE 
PPS 
Animals often blend in 
with their environments 
for protection. Find the 
species listed below in 
the pictures, writing 
the letter of the correct 
photo next to the name 
of each animal. 

Answers on page 49 

1. Pygmy seahorses 

2. Proboscis bats 

4. Grey wolf == 

5. Lion — 

pe / Widstrand / Nature Picture Library (D); © Michael & Patricia Fogden / Minden 

Gary K. Smith / Minden Pictures (F) Minden Pictures (A); © Julie Larsen Maher / Wildlife Conservation Society (B); © Fred Bavendam / Minden Wild Wonders of 
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Have a go at these tricky questions and then get your 
folks to try. Can you get a higher score than them?! 



SAY WHAT YOU SEE! 

98 109 

58 31 27 

24 17 11 

11 10 
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Perplexing 
puzzles to get 
your brain in gear! 

DOUBLE TROUBLE MISSING 
Be 

Fill in the blanks so that a word 
is formed either side. If you do 
it correctly, you'll spell out the 
name of some capital cities! For 
bonus points, can you name the 

| country they’re the capital of? 

MATHS RIDDLES trectiayicases! 
When Brian 
was 8 years 

old, his sister 
Belinda was 
FTL nT T° [a 
If Brian is 30 
today, how 
old is 
Belinda? 

Take 
alook 

Elm aly 
picture of 
a car park. 
Which bay 
number 
is the 
blue car 
parked in? 

i) 

The total 
cost ofa 

tiger onesie 
plus some new 
trainers is $150. 

The tiger onesie 
costs $100 more 
Adare mam e-) n=) oe 

| 

How much do they 
each cost? 
7 —N 

PVA 
on page 

re 



RXEWII WAKE MARBLED 
PAPER! ‘ssc 

Squirt some shaving foam Add some drops of 
@ Baking dish or tray @ Shaving foam into the baking tray and paint to the shaving 
@ Spatula @ Paints @ Paintbrush or smooth it using a spatula. (l(a 
stick @ Paper @ Plastic ruler @ Big 
bowl to scrape excess foam into 

Using the end of a paint brush, When you'e happy with the 
a stick or your fingers, start to pattern, place a piece of paper 
swirl the blobs of paint on top of the shaving foam 

together. Add another colour if you like and press it down firmly with your 
(we used pink) and swirl some more! fingers. Leave for a minute or so. 

a Holding one edge of the paper 
Slowly peel the paper CG with your fingers, press the 

G off the foam and put it ruler down on the paper and 
ona protected drag it across the paper to scrape the 

surface. It'll look a bit of the excess foam off. A marbled print 
mess, until the next step... should be revealed! Leave to dry. 

Pictures © Georgia Harrison. Girl © Getty Images UK. 
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LEGO LEGO SEARCH AND WHAT IN THE WORLD (ase 42 
MISSING FIND (page 33) Top row: SURFBOARDS, GREAT BARRIER REEF, KANGAROO. 
PIECES — : Middle row: CASSOWARY, BOOMERANG, ULURU. Bottom row: 

FLAG, KOALA, SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE. Bonus: THE HOPTOMETRIST! 
PUZZLE 
(page 32) FIND THE HIDDEN ANIMALS (page +4) 
A-2; B-1; C-3. 1- C; 2-B; 3-E; 4-D; 5-A; 6-F. 

STUMP YOUR PARENTS (page 45) 
GREAT 1-D; 2-B; 3-B; 4-A; 5-C; 6-C; 7-B; 8-A; 9-D; 10-A. 

GEOGRAPHICAL 
CROSSWORD BRAIN TRAINING (page 46) 

. Say what you see! 1-PORCUPINE; 2-DOLPHIN; 3-MONKEY; 

(page 39) spcpepete| 4-HAMMERHEAD SHARK; 5-BUTTERFLY; 6 RED KITE, 

Pp x Observation test! 
re | “ 1-False; 2-True; 3-False; 4-True; 5-True; 6-False. 

Bjolriofe[r [c|_ [fs cfu] [m A | tle] Number pyramids 
vu] [a vio AIN 

: 124 54 207 
: 60 64 34 20 98 109 

27) Gs) Gl 22) 2) 47 51 58 

mi) G6) Gy) GS 13) G9) GS GS 23 24 27 3 

Sy G6) GO) G7) G7 MaDe ww WD dw ct 

CITY SPOT THE DIFFERENCE! (page 40) Double trouble 
0 i = x 2 and 6 are the same. 

} i ~ Maths Riddles 

1. Belinda is 26; 2. The tiger onesie costs $125. The trainers costs $25; 
3. If you turn the picture upside down you'll see that the 
numbers are 86, _ 88, 89, 90, 91. So the answer is 87! 

Missing Letters! 

1- TOKYO, capital of Japan; 2- NEW DELHI, capital of India; 
3- LIMA, capital of Peru. 

Q. Why should you 
knock on the fridge 

yh) aT before opening it? 
Q. What's brown ’ 7a ake ae) 
7 eae . : a salad dressing! 

APN dal. 

Q. Which hand is better 
to draw with? 

A. Neither. You should 
Q. What does a clock do use a pencil! 

when it's hungry? 
A. It goes back four 

seconds! 
Q. What did the 

cristal edceadi Wale Q. What did the zero 

a. What og ene ed A.| don't avocado! aathoa wl GY 
prisoner going down the stairs? A. Nice belt! 
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Plush paris! =—-—-—_ 
Check out these giant teddy bears, which are hanging out in 
cafes, restaurants, shops and even hairdressers in Paris, France! 
The 1.4-m-tall plush toys were posed by a local bookshop owner 
who wanted to spread cheer around the city’s Gobelins district. 
They've certainly kept people smiling during Covid-19! 

Oe beak 
Ae TT Bk ae 

This abandoned village on the island of Shengshan in China 
has anew population living in (and on) its cliffside houses — 
plants and animals! When the last human residents moved 
out of Houtouwan in 2002, nature moved in and now the 
fishing village's buildings are completely covered in ivy, 
vines, flowers, insects and birds. Wild! 

Take a close look at Helen Ahpornsiri’s 
amazing art. She uses pressed flowers 
and leaves from her garden, or algae 
collected from beaches, to create 
beautiful pictures of animals. “| tend 
to use ferns and common 
wildflowers as | like 
the idea of giving 
something that's 
unassuming, 
or thought of 
as a weed, 

a new story,’she says. 
Awesome work, Helen! 
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Pu nas AS Ad pba = Fy eet Spall Another 
airman of the Board of Directors Peter Rice; A a dow 

LUN St Executive Vice President and General Manager, 
National Geographic Media David Miller; e 

rep re rar : animal = FUN STUFF! 
geniuses! 
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Senior Vice President, Global Media and 
Experiences Yulia Boyle; Director, International 
Media, Jennifer Jones; Editorial and Marketing 
Coordinator, Leanna Lakeram. 
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Stay entertained while 
you’re stuck indoors! Nationa Geocrapuic Kips is published and distributed 

12 times a year by Creature Media Australia Pty 
Limited, with permission of the National Geographic 
Ree ANC Cun Pees cma niete ee Have fun and learn! 
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NG KiDS is printed on paper using wood from meta 
sustainable sources. 

Copyright © 2020 National Geographic Partners LLC. 
All rights reserved. Reproduction of the whole or any 
part of the contents of NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC KIDS 
without written permission is prohibited. NATIONAL 
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Enter cool comps! 

Discover facts about 
amazing animals! TWENTY TOP 

ia REE 
TITANIGFAGTS. 

i school 

ene ee Cee Play great games! 
Australia: for parents: 

Study your favourite 
subjects! 

natgeokids.com/au/subscribeau 
New Zealand: 
natgeokids.com/nz/subscribenz 

Email: editorial@ngkids.com.au 
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INSIDE THIS MONTH’S EXCITING 
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peated flightless 
birds! 

* Brainy 
questions 
answered! 


